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This report is based on a major independent research study undertaken by

Morris Hargreaves McIntyre.

4,294 adult festival goers completed short questionnaires at a range of six

different folk festivals in England during July, August and September 2002.

A further representative, weighted sample of 450 of these adults then

completed long questionnaires during October 2002. A sample of these

respondents then attended focus group discussions in December 2002.

Depth interviews were conducted with a range of twenty six key individuals

representing festivals, folk development agencies, folk artists, promoters,

record labels, folk media, local authorities, local chambers of commerce

and local communities. Three discussion groups were facilitated, involving

key individuals in the national folk scene and key organisations including

the Musician’s Union, the BBC, Arts Council England, the National

Association of Local Government Arts Officers, and Visit Britain.

Thirty-one festivals provided detailed information on their audiences, ticket

sales and finances. A further nine provided some information. All forty

provided information on their situation and needs.



The folk festival sector has grown
incrementally over the past ten years, to the
point that it is now estimated that over 350
folk festivals take place in the UK annually.

Despite much anecdotal evidence about the
impact festivals make on a region’s economy,
there has never been any national research
done into folk festivals and the effect they
have on economic development, regeneration
and cultural tourism. It was in this context,
and against a backdrop of the threat which
foot and mouth brought to parts of the
sector, that Arts Council England developed
this project with the Association of Festival
Organisers.

Arts Council England is very pleased to have
supported this project, and we hope that the
data collected here will provide the AFO and
its member festivals with an important tool
that they will to use to demonstrate their
importance to local, regional and national
economies.  In addition to it illuminating the
broad range of high quality artistic activity
which takes place as each year turns - across
the land; in fields, town squares and on
village greens.

Alan James
Head of Contemporary Music,

Arts Council of England 

Some people might call folk ‘ a minority
music’.  Asked randomly, the simple question
“ Do you like folk music?” might well elicit
“no” or “ not much” as an answer.  However,
more and more people are turning on to folk
without realising it, and these days the
number of people choosing to attend folk and
acoustic music events is increasing at an
amazing rate.

It’s no longer relevant to think in terms of
jazz, folk, classical, reggae or garage.  Music
is always subject to categorisation; just think
how we navigate record shops.  However, the
people who enjoy music have much broader
tastes than to merit being labelled ‘jazzers’,
‘folkies’ or ‘opera buffs’.  To say that only
‘folkies’ go to folk festivals is far too general
a statement.  People from all walks of life
attend folk festivals, and the music as a genre
spills over in all directions, attracting people
who perhaps thing they don’t like folk.

When the Arts Council of England’s New
Audiences Programme provided us with the
opportunity to study folk festival audiences a
little close, to examining the impact of our
festival on the community and measure the
value to the population the AFO was
delighted and pleased to oblige. 

The research carried out by Morris
Hargreaves McIntyre demonstrates the sheer
volume of folk festival attendance, the
diversity of our audiences and their dedication
to the genre and the festival circuit.

Folk is no longer, if it ever was, a minority
music.  This report celebrates it position as
an historic part of our nation heritage, a
hobby, a passion, and industry and clearly a
source of entertainment for thousands of
people.  Here, we’ve demonstrated how folk
festivals affect the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people who take part in them,
as musicians, dancers, participants,
audiences and in a myriad of other ways.
Perhaps most importantly of all, the report
demonstrates what we’ve long suspected:
that folk festivals are a key sector in the UK’s
creative economy.

With this final completed report Folk music,
dance and song - and in particular festivals,
can stand proud with many other arts forms
that culturally, artistically, organisationally
and now economically add to the wealth of
Arts in England today. This report
demonstrates that the previously unassuming
role played by Folk Festivals is in fact a key
player in the country’s cultural economy

Our music is vibrant, energised and
constantly evolving.  Our festivals celebrate
this success story by creating a unique and
long-lasting experience for our audiences.

Steve Heap
General Secretary, Association of Festival

Organisers 
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Folk festivals – a unique experience
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Overview

The impact of folk festivals

This report details the three principal findings
of a major study into folk festivals:

Festivals produce real, sustainable, local
economic impacts
Festivals develop existing, new and non-
traditional audiences
Festivals train, launch and support artists
and administrators

These findings are detailed on pages 5 to 12
and provide robust evidence that folk festivals
are highly effective at meeting economic, social
and artistic objectives and produce an
excellent return on the public funding invested
in them. 

The needs of folk festivals

However, despite the success achieved by
many festivals, others are inhibited from
reaching their full potential by a combination
of factors including inadequate and erratic
funding, gaps in skills and knowledge and lack
of support and advice.

Furthermore, even the successful festivals
report that the folk sector is misrepresented by
the media and misunderstood by the public,
funders and policy makers. They believe the
impact of folk festivals could be even greater if
these issues were addressed. In the Festival
Development section on pages 12 to 13, the
report sets out these findings and makes
recommendations to maximise the impact of
folk festivals.



Folk festivals are big business
UK folk festivals generate spending of over 
£77 million each year.

There are now over 350 folk festivals in the UK.
Between them they attract over 350,000
attendances from 106,000 people, each of
whom attends an average of 3.3 folk festivals
per year. Each visitor spends, on average, £226
per festival. The table below shows how this
economic impact is distributed.

Festivals support the local

economy
The raw figures do not tell the whole story.

The true economic impact of folk festivals is
likely to be far greater than just the £77 million
primary spend.

Festivals employ local people, they rely on
goods and services supplied locally, and festival
attenders spend most of their money locally in
small enterprises. Because of this, the money
stays, and re-circulates, within the local
economy. Small enterprises employ local people
and source their goods from other local
suppliers. In turn, these local employees spend
much of their earnings locally. This is known as
the ‘multiplier effect’.

Using a simple tool to gauge this economic
multiplier, such as the New Economic
Foundation’s established LM3 measure,
festivals and funders could easily and reliably
calculate the true local impact.

Local people and businesses are in no doubt as
to its importance:

“In festival week the town is enriched both

financially and culturally. Town centre business

and many others are boosted and benefit from

the unique opportunity provided by the

festival.”

Trevor Roberts, Manager, Fields of Sidmouth

“The festival brings more trade to the area.

Places like Stroud are suffering economically,

and the festival gives the area a boost. It brings

lots of colour and puts the town on the map.”

Nigel Messenger, Chamber of Trade, Stroud

Folk festivals can make a huge and wide-
ranging impact on the host town or village. As
well as the obvious influx of visitors and
benefits to the local economy, local businesses
and voluntary organisations work with festivals
to build partnerships that benefit the area.

Economic development
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Market spend at folk festivals

Expenditure item Per person* Total per year 

per day/night per festival in UK (£m)

Tickets - £47.97 £14.69m
Travel - £37.06 £12.97m
Accommodation** £10.13 £47.61 £16.66m
Food & Drink £8.48 £48.34 £16.91m
Other purchases - £45.00 £15.75m
Total spend - £225.98 £76.98m

*Adults and children. 

**Those staying in B&B/Hotels spend £26.32 per person per night, accounting for £8.34m of the annual accommodation total.

“The festival brings more trade
to the area … it puts the town on

the map.”
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Folk festivals attract tourists with

money to spend
Over 90% of folk festival attenders are tourists.

That’s 315,000 tourism visits every year.
These visitors spend an estimated 1.3 million
nights away from home.
This includes up to 300,000 paid-for bed nights
in hotels and B&Bs.
These paid-for bed nights generate £8.34
million spend in the accommodation sector.
The other million bed nights are mainly spent
on campsites with some people visiting friends
and relatives.
17% of festival tourists stay on in the area after
the festival, generating further tourism
spending.

“People take the time and make it a holiday

and people come from very long distances”

Folk festival attenders come from

the higher socio-economic

groups.
93% of festival attenders are ABC1s.
49% are AB, the highest socio-economic group.

Festivals produce a sustainable

return on investment
Unlike many investments in temporary arts
programmes, folk festivals produce and sustain
a remarkable return on investment.
They have a remarkable ability to retain tourism
visitors and win their loyalty. Levels of repeat
business consistently outperform those usually
achieved in both the arts and tourism sectors.
In fact, an investment in attracting new
audiences almost guarantees repeat business.

“I have been going to festivals for 20 years

since I was 18.”

76% of attenders are already repeat visitors,
with a huge 70% of those attending most years
and 44% attending every year.
Once you attract a new visitor through a
festival, most will keep on coming back for
many years.

“Once you have caught someone as a young
person then you have probably got him or her
forever.”

Of the 24% trying a festival for the first time,
three quarters will return.

Very few other arts events or tourist attractions
can command that level of repeat visiting, which
means that public money spent on folk festivals
yields a higher return on investment than most
other tourism events.

Public investors Return  

Investment (£m) per £1

Arts Councils £0.59m £139
Local Authority Arts £0.66m £125
Local Authority Economic 

Development/Tourism £0.86m £96
Overall public funding £2.11m £39

Many festivals have demonstrated an
enterprising and entrepreneurial approach to
augment their budgets. In fact, they have more
than matched public subsidy with money raised
from sponsorship and trusts (£1.57m) and non-
ticket earnings (£1.53m).

Together with ticket income (£14.69m), this
gives folk festivals an annual turnover of
£19.90m.

Public funding constitutes just 10.6% of
festivals’ turnover and 2.5% of their economic
impact.

Because of this, they represent a very cost-
effective investment in tourism and arts
development and are able to deliver excellent
value for money.

“I have been going to festivals
for 20 years since I was 18.”



Festivals are a gateway into folk
Festivals are a proven way of developing new
audiences.

As a high profile showcase they attract more
attention than small-scale local events and the
size, scale, format and location are less
daunting than many specialist folk events.

The range of music on offer gives attenders
confidence that there’ll be something to their
taste and the fact that someone has carefully
selected that programme reassures them that
the quality will be high. Festivals, then,
represent the lowest risk entry point into folk.
Although folk festival attenders are certainly
knowledgeable and committed, attending a
festival as a novice is not a daunting or
intimidating experience.

“As soon as I came I felt at home because it is

full of people like me.”

Festivals also provide an opportunity for
existing attenders to bring new people along
with them:

“Some friends who said ‘you have got to try

this’ dragged me in.”

First time attenders report that they feel very
welcome and find it easy to join in and explore
what the festival has to offer.

“I went down with four or five people that had

no notion of folk and they enjoyed it so much

they are actually doing Morris dancing. At

festivals you do find out about new things.” 

“In my case a few years ago my wife died, and

just to get me out of myself my daughter said

come to Towersey with us, and I did and that

was three years ago. I have been three times

running.”

In any one year, 6% of all festival attenders are
new to folk. Almost all of these return to future
festivals, so, effectively, the folk festival market
is growing by 6% year-on-year. This growth rate
is verified by festivals’ own attendance data
which puts the growth rate at 5.6%.

55% of festivals report a recent increase in the
number of first time attenders.

Folk festivals are family friendly
People who have never been to a folk festival
can sometimes have pre-conceptions about
who it’s for and what it will be like. A common
assumption is that it will be dominated by
middle-aged men. This outdated image couldn’t
be further from the reality of modern folk
festivals. People find festivals accessible and
family friendly. They are ‘holidays with music’.
Unlike many other music festivals, there is a
real family atmosphere.

38% of festival goers have children and 32%
regularly bring their children to festivals:

“We wanted our children to experience it and

get into it and that is one the main things that

prompted us to bring them.”

“All our children have been brought up with

festivals and so they are very important.”

“My children now go to festivals on their own.”

On average 29% of parties attending a folk
festival include at least one child and 20% can
only attend festivals in the school holidays.

12% will only attend if good children’s facilities
and full children’s programme is provided.

64% of festivals have dedicated family
activities.

“A really good thing about it this year was the

series of workshops for young people under

18.”

39% of festivals report a recent increase in the
number of family attenders.
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Audience development
“My children now go to
festivals on their own.”



Folk festivals attract young

people and women

“It was a revelation. I didn’t think I would like it

but I did.”

“I thought I was a rare young musician playing

folk until I got to the festival. In the lunchtime

you can see all the young people playing in the

pubs.”

Here are the facts:
45% of attenders are under 35 years old.
20% of all attenders are aged 19 or under, of
whom 13% are aged 14 or over.
48% of festivals report a recent increase in the
number of young attenders.
52% of attenders are women.

Folk festivals develop the existing

audience too
Folk festivals present a myriad of music, song
and dance events in a wide range of styles from
many different cultures. The anticipation of
making a discovery is one of the key drivers for
festival attendance.

“I would go there specifically if there were

people that I hadn’t heard of or for something

new”

Such discoveries lead to continued interest in a
diverse range of artforms and help new artists
to break through and develop.

Folk festival audiences may have favourite
styles of music or even favourite artists, but
festivals are more than just an opportunity to
indulge familiar tastes. They encourage
attenders to crossover, and try out new artistic
experiences.

“You go to hear groups that you have never

heard of or something that you have never

known about. You can go there and try it. We

have done that.”

“Festivals provide an opportunity for people

from all over the country with all different styles

and interests to come together and share and

experience different things”

“I have certainly been exposed to music that I

would not have otherwise listened to.”

Beyond the festival, these new interests result
in significant levels of attendance at other arts
events generally.

38% attend music from other countries or
cultures when not at festivals. 37% attend
classical music events and 27% attend jazz
events.

There is a distinctly contemporary edge to many
festival attenders’ interests with 24% attending
dance music events and 14% attending R&B
events.
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Folk festivals develop people and

communities
There are many participatory events
programmed for beginners and for experienced
festival-goers. The atmosphere is open and
welcoming.

“A friend said ‘wouldn’t you like to come with

us?’ So I went there and I got there on the

Wednesday and I didn’t stop dancing,

seriously.”

“If I was in a local folk club I would feel

intimidated and think ‘they all know what they

are doing and I don’t’, whereas with a

workshop you are all mucking in and I you get it

wrong it doesn’t matter.”

Folk festivals change people
They bring people together and for a few days
get them to live, learn and enjoy themselves
together.

In the regional events calendar, festivals often
represent the major highlight. People who
would not have sought out folk events are often
attracted by the spectacle. Events stimulate
new interests, workshops build confidence and
teach new skills. Friendships are forged,
contacts are made. Budding musicians, singers
and dancers are born.

“Originally I was much more a listener type I

have got much more into singing over the years

and now I go to practically nothing official. I go

for the singing and in the last five years that

has been my main focus.”

“It is a wonderful place to make new friends

and it encourages me to carry on playing and

then to go to smaller events.”

“Folk festivals are about bringing people on

and improving people at all levels.”

“It is great if you are learning and you want to

expand your own playing, but there is also the

taster element of the workshops where you can

try something that you wouldn’t want to do in a

club because you don’t know it.”

“One of the workshops got me into actively

singing.”

60% of festival attenders can play a musical
instrument, 33% of these have learned to play
purely for personal pleasure.

“That is what the camp site is like. About 2.30

in the morning, everyone gets a coffee and sits

around and plays. You might have a double

bass and some cellos and eight fiddles and you

might get children playing tin whistles.”

Another 14% would like to learn to play and see
festival as a way to learn.

Around 90% of festival attenders participate
during a festival by singing, dancing or playing
a musical instrument.

“It was a revelation!
I didn’t think I’d like it but I did.”
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Artistic development

Festivals are folk’s

training ground
If 90% of festival attenders are participating in
music, dance and song, a proportion of those
have ambitions to perform in public.

27% have developed the skills and confidence
to play instruments in public performance.

“I really enjoy festivals generally. If it weren’t for

festivals I wouldn’t be in the band now.”

For some this is a strictly amateur activity, but
one that will sustain the huge infrastructure of
small scale local folk events.

For others, this may lead to a professional
career, making some or all of their living from
folk.

Festivals fuel this ambition, they inspire
budding artists, they bring them into contact
with other artists and, through workshops and
informal sessions pass on skills and ideas.

“There are always the expert players who will

come and sit down next to you and listen to you

and give a bit of advice.”

Festivals are also the training ground for
administrators. Each festival develops a core of
programming, operational and marketing
expertise. They attract a small army of
volunteers, many of whom will go on to play key
roles in setting up and sustaining other festivals
and make careers within the sector.

This infrastructure makes an important
contribution to the folk arts sector.

Folk festivals encourage

greater artistic risk taking
Promoting one-off folk events represents a risk.
It’s a risk for audiences who may not be familiar
with the artist, the particular genre of music or
the venue. It’s a financial risk for the promoter
seeking a relatively niche market.

The result is that an established list of known
names are visibly promoted in medium to large
scale venues, whilst the uncertainty of folk gig
economics confines lesser known acts to a
specialist circuit. Even when these events are
held in non-specialist venues such as arts
centres, the marketing is often limited to proven
specialist audiences.

Festivals change that. In fact, they turn risk on
its head. Whilst some people are attracted by
the specific names at the top of a festival bill,
most are habitual festival goers. All enjoy the
exposure to new and unknown artists and
genres. The bookings that would be
uneconomic outside festivals are often those
that make the festival experience a rich one for
the audience.

“And seeing groups that you wouldn’t perhaps

pay £12 or whatever to go and see but they are

there and so you think I will try this.”

This allows and encourages festival
programmers to take greater artistic risks and
treat audiences to an eclectic mix of folk arts.
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Festivals are a showcase

for new artists
This exposure stimulates interest in and, for
many acts, grows the audience for future
touring.

The festival circuit is an opportunity for the folk
arts sector to meet. Emerging acts are spotted
at one festival and booked for others.

Audiences are introduced to new artists and
spread word of mouth about their discoveries.

Festivals provide a space for this to happen that
accelerates the process and offers artists from
diverse genres wider exposure to the sector and
to the audience.

Festivals help to sustain

the folk industry
They not only provide performance
opportunities for artists, they employ them as
educators and workshop leaders, helping them
to make a living from their art.

Festivals also employ significant numbers of
administrators and support staff, providing a
growing infrastructure within the sector.

They provide a lucrative marketplace for a wide
range of goods, from CDs to musical
instruments. 92% of festival attenders own folk
recordings and 82% are actively still buying.

In fact, 75% of festival attenders will purchase
at least one CD at a festival. We estimate the
value of festival CD sales alone to be around
£4m per year.

Much of the money generated by these sales
stays within the folk sector, including monies
paid directly to artists.

On average, festival attenders own 73
recordings each, which means that, between
them, festival goers own 7.7 million recordings.
That is a significant market.

“I really enjoy festivals. If it weren’t
for festivals I wouldn’t be in the

band now.”
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The haves and the have nots
The extraordinary economic, social and artistic
impact of folk festivals is uneven.

Our research shows that around one third of the
350 festivals are thriving. They are financially
successful and growing in audiences and
artistic ambition.

Around half are only surviving. Their funding
and finances are less certain. They are
frustrated and constrained by gaps in their
knowledge and infrastructure and are sustained
by the commitment of their staff and volunteers.

The remaining one in six festivals are struggling.
They have no reliable financial base,
unpredictable funding and are held back by lack
of skills and support.

Whilst some festivals are happy to remain
voluntary, or on a small scale, or feel they have
reached their optimum size, most feel that they
could improve their organisation and levels of
professionalism. They can identify unmet needs,
opportunities that they do not have the
wherewithal to exploit or valuable work that is
threatened by funding uncertainty.

Given the track record and impact of folk
festivals evidenced in this report, any
investment of time, energy and resources to
help more festivals achieve their full potential
would produce a high return.

Five areas for investment
During this research, the folk sector has spoken
with one voice, identifying five key areas where
improvements are needed:

Image
There are widely held perceptions of folk that
undermine its credibility and relevance:

“Fingers in ears and bells on toes”

“Men with ponytails and bare-arsed kids”

These narrow stereotypes are negative and
damaging. They ridicule those who like folk and
label them as separate and out of touch.

This applies more to English folk arts than to
Scottish or Irish, which are given more
credibility. Other ‘world’ folk arts are similarly
disconnected, and although fashionable have
little spin off value for ‘folk’.

Festivals report that these stereotypes are
common amongst funders as well as the
general public.

Awareness
Similarly, festivals report that funders,
sponsors, policymakers and the media have
very low awareness of the growth of the folk
sector or its considerable economic, social and
artistic impacts.

Festivals report that one-off events are less
valued than building based programmes even
when the quality of programme is higher and
the audiences are greater.

Festival development



“We need a voice … a national
voice for folk and a national focus”
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Quality
Despite efforts within the music industry and
festivals sector to improve networking and
co-ordination, many festivals struggle to
programme high calibre artists and lack
information about availability and contacts.

There is still a prevailing culture of amateurism
which deters promoters and artists who have
come to expect levels of professionalism even
from voluntary festivals.

The increasing regulation of the festival
environment is exacerbating the shortcomings
of many festivals’ organisational structures and
putting some under intense administrative and
financial pressure.

Support
Whilst many festivals have received useful help
and advice from the Association of Festival
Organisers (AFO) and others, most report an
urgent need for greater levels of professional
support. In particular, they need help with
marketing, training, staffing, operational, legal
and financial issues.

Leadership
Above all, they report the need for leadership.
The feel that the sector needs focus and should
have an influential voice.

“We need a voice”

“A national voice for folk and a national focus”

“Someone to support us when we need it”

“We need a body to represent our interests”
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There is significant need for strategic action at

a sector level and a clearly articulated demand

for a national body to undertake this role.

The tasks of such a body fall into six well-defined
areas of work:

Co-ordination and collaboration
These already take place in parts of the sector,
and the most successful festivals are
characterised by their connections to each other
and the key players. However, this needs to be
extended to create a ‘learning sector’,
championing best practice and professional
standards. This could involve mentoring and
secondment schemes.

Advocacy
There is a sense that folk is disconnected from
the institutions that make and shape decisions.
There is a clear, reactive lobbying role to protect
the sector, but also a proactive, networking and
partnership building role. Folk needs a ‘seat at
the table’.

Training
Training is needed at many levels. Strategically,
58% of festivals don’t have a Business Plan and
many would benefit from business, financial
and marketing planning training. Tactically,
there is a demand for training in personnel, IT,
operations and many other specific, applied
areas.

Advice
AFO currently provides advice, but is not
resourced to meet the scale of demand. AFO is
very knowledgeable about many of the topics
on which advice is required or can act as a
referral agency. There is scope to develop
standard advice and ‘how to’ guides in printed,
online and ‘Frequently Asked Questions’
formats. They may also be useful in
presentation
formats. 

Services
There are many unmet needs, but some of the
most pressing are meeting the regulatory
requirements for festivals. These include
licensing, child protection and health and safety. 

Smaller festivals may welcome a ticket sales
service, particularly an online sales facility to
augment their own ticketing arrangements. This
would enable them to extend their sales period
and make tickets more widely available.

Audience Development
This could involve sourcing and channelling
external funding for national campaigns or
cluster based campaigns to attract new
audiences. It could also involve documenting
and disseminating exemplar case studies with
new and existing audiences to improve
audience development practice.

The research found that AFO has an excellent
reputation within the sector and has generated
much goodwill. Many of the organisations
consulted spontaneously suggested that AFO
was the natural organisation to assume this
role. Others readily endorsed this suggestion.

What is wanted and needed is not so much a
democratic membership organisation that
represents its members’ interests but a dynamic
development agency that can encourage,
galvanise and lobby for the sector.

Recommendations

Surely now the point is made.

Folk music and folk festivals are key to

the socio-economic and cultural life of

our communities. Please use this

report and these figures whenever

there is doubt. Work together, gather

the audience and celebrate the

country’s national heritage of music,

dance and song.

Steve Heap, General Secretary, AFO.
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